
Number Response Text

1 Nursing courses

2 more computer

3 Quality Control, Quality Assurance, Computer programs SAP, PIMS and Lean classes

4 Java Programming

5 sign language, Tagalug

6 More design computer classes such as 20/20, Advanced Auto CAD for interior designers and REVIT, all of these 

courses are expected of designers entering the work field!!!!!!!!!!!

7 Cyber criminology

8 N/A

9 ESL classes on line

10 I attended Heald Colege in Hayward and tried to enroll in a university but came to find out i was missing courses that i 

had to complete at a comunity college. Now i am here and my evaluation was just sent to me no more than a week 

ago. I am in the process of meeting with a counselor and discuss my options.

11 I think Cañada should offer more programs like pharmacy technician and EMT.

12 Dental Hygiene.

13 criminal justice

14 none that i know of

15 dental hygiene

16 not sure

17 None that I can think of at the top of my head

18 Some medicine classes.

19 ECE  213

20 not that I can think of

21 Photography class!  I absolutely love taking professional pictures and enhancing my skills but when I saw that the 

campus only offered the history or black and white,  it was a bit dissapointing.

22 Chemistry AS

23 See question 49

24 Child development. Introduction to Digital Audio Workstations or above.

25 I am not sure at this time.

26 no comments

27 Yes higher level math classes, and music/ instrument lessons during the day

28 n/a

29 No

30 N/A

31 Not sure, you guys offer so many great classes already.

32 SketchUp Courses for ID

33 Math 270 is a course that you should offer. Again as I said before, Math 270 and Math 275 are series, which means 

the student has to take them at the same "institution" for UC transfer. Since I took Math 270 at College of San Mateo, I 

can't take Math 275 at Canada College and will have to take it at San Mateo. This causes problems during registration 

because I have many time conflicts between classes at Canada College and College of San Mateo.

34 Provide a recording studio and begginner/intermediate/advanced classes in music and band ethics

35 American Sign Language

36 Cosmetology

37 The courses I seek are all offered at Canada.

38 No

39 Ultra sound, MRI

40 Nursing, BioScience, MRI

41 All are offered for me.

42 Evening biology and chemistry classes

43 More English classes online and more Math online

44 French

answered question  444

skipped question   687

59. What courses and/or programs do you think we should offer that are not currently options? Are there courses/programs 
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45 RN

46 N/A

47 I wish the sustainability class had enough enrollment.

48 Premed program

49 Personal Training

Cosmetology

50 I would like to see one of the California State Universities offer a program at Canada

51 California history with Mr. Swanson!

52 Like previously stated, there is a lot of lower division CS courses not offered.

53 Nursing programs. I'm not sure if they are any.

54 Self Expression Art Class

55 more ECE classes in Spanish

56 Video game programming

More creative writing classes

57 Dental assistant, physical therapy aide, and realtors license are a few

58 No

59 Computer science or programming

60 None

61 electrician, Computer technician

62 We still need the ECE classes in Spanish. When I started my career in spring 2009 I had the opportunity to took my 

first 4 ECE classes in Spanish. After that I took all of the rest in English so please put those classes back. At least 3 

ECE spanish classes per semester.

63 Animal studies

64 Higher level of programming classes.

65 Immunology and biochemistry

66 I think there should be more art classes available, specifically glass blowing and metal work

67 None

68 More TAGs to schools like UC Berkeley

69 More programs and nutrition

70 Film. Actual recording, editing, usage of greenscreen and roles of movie production.

Cooking

Fire engineering

Cosmetology

Care for the skin

71 certified nursing assistant (CNA) training -- if you could use the SFSU/Cañada nursing program facilities

72 Maybe more music production courses as well as film, I feel like there should be more classes to engage students 

creativity.

73 Cooking classes to get certified would be very awesome and I think a lot of people would take the classes

74 N/a

75 BA / BS Programs

76 Business Program:

It's one of the most impacted major to transfer into, if there were some sort "STEM" center for humanities majors... It'd 

be amazing!

77 Payroll Certificate Prep

78 I think that you guys should offer more programs for the business field. Like the one with Notre Dame university.

79 No.

80 Math 251 and higher level math courses would be great to have available online.

81 N/A

82 Philosophy 320.

83 Definitely more engineering classes. I also think it would be nice to have multiple SI tutoring sessions, so everyone 

could schedule a time that worked for them.

84 Cosmetology, other dance classes, culinary arts.

85 None

86 ceramics

87 Digital Marketing

88 ceramics class
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89 More Psychology and Sociology courses, please! Also, I would appreciate a more diverse selection of writing classes. 

Also, auto shop please.

90 Social work

91 I would really like to see the GIS map courses here.  I think Santa Rosa Junior College has some really innovative 

programs that Canada should take a look at - especially because the STEM center is here.

92 Sign language.

93 Immunology,Chicano studies, business

94 More business classes. We are in Silicon Valley.

95 More music but later in the day (phenomenal teaching!) - musicians hate mornings!

96 no

97 I'm not sure

98 A film editing course and more courses having to do with Films/Movies and TV Shows.

99 n/a

100 I would greatly enjoy more specified biology courses such as an introduction to neuroscience or other such course. I 

would also prefer more interdisciplinary courses bridging the fields of computer science and multimedia art.

101 Japanese and German

102 engineering

103 Classes about royalty.

104 More Multimedia

105 Criminal Justice

106 More fitness classes.

107 Creative writing; journalism

108 Advanced architectural drafting

109 Program for practical courses that apply the theoretical courses to become an active trained accountant.

110 veterinary courses

111 N/A

112 i think there is great amount of different class options offered

113 Personally to me , I don't think so.

114 I would really like to see more intership opportunities for AB540 students.

115 N/A

116 ultra sound tech.

117 Japanese.  Enrichment does come in multiple languages. Make it something I WANT to learn!

118 It would be fun to take culinary classes on campus.

119 More Fashion Merchandising classes

120 those that match with labor demands.Math was a good idea implement it

121 OPTICIANS

122 n/a

123 No, I think Canada College offers enough courses.

124 Respiratory therapy program, physical therapist assistant program

125 Not sure at this time.

126 disability testing and n More support

127 Esthetics courses/ skincare and make-up

128 More engineering courses

129 im not sure what programs they offer hear at Canada but i've heard that the nursing program is pretty good

130 All your courses meet my needs.

131 Computers and tecnology

132 more paralegal classes

133 not that I could think of

134 more variety of major classes

135 Criminal justice

136 N/A

137 More engineering

138 N/A

139 Again, please open more summer classes and maybe weekend classes

140 I dont know

141 MRI tech radiation therapy
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142 I think this school should offer more engineering course so the students can finish more of their class.

143 Commercial Interior Design (otherwise known as contract design). More classes on AutoCad would be helpful as well - 

like a two semester course.

144 environmental science major

145 Certified Bookkeeping,  Tax Preparation, Property Management,  Small business management

146 More biology classes

147 Underwater basketweaving

148 child development

149 - Chinese Mandarin

- More math classes after Linear Algebra and Differential Equations

- Cooking classes

150 I don't really know what other programs to offer

151 Stand alone phlebotomy class. An AS in Anthropology.

152 Meteorology

153 more cultural groups

154 Cosmetology courses and more marketing & communications courses for Business or Marketing majors.

155 a larger variety of targeted history programs. like history of asia, paleontology, etc.

156 No

157 Auto body

158 Not at this moment

159 Nah

160 Video production, music production

161 Linguistic

162 Advanced or non-introductory statistics in the evening.

163 Chinese or additional language course. 

Outdoor Experience Courses

164 Patho & pharm

165 Phlebotomy

166 Geography Day Class

Quarter course options (online)

167 N/A-offer all the programs I was interested in

168 In high school I took 4 years of french and I wanted to continue studying french for a possible minor in french but only 

spanish is available as a foreign language.

169 None

170 more classes that fit dental school prereqs

171 None

172 I think cañada should offer more online classes or combination classes. Meeting once a month and the rest online

173 NA

174 n/a

175 No the classes you offer are excellent options! Especially the college for working adults to maintain degrees while 

holding full time jobs.

176 Bookkeeping Certificate

177 EMT, Physiology

178 I think you should offer more courses in children development that focus on children with special needs.

179 More Adobe classes- After Effects and all the production steps Adobe can integrate

180 Baking

181 It makes your time feel more worthwhile.

182 Couture Sewing

183 i am not sure because many classes are offered here now.

184 n/a

185 The ones I listed for question 49 as hybrid evening classes or completely online.

186 Revit

187 Yes, you should offer more online classes. However, I was very happy to find a Calculus I online class hybrid 

available.

188 more astronomy courses
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189 At this time I am happy with all the programs that this college offers, all of them are very helpful; although I need to 

explore some of them because I have not yet explore all of them, but maybe in the future I can ask you for a new 

program to start.

190 Administration of justice

191 N/A

192 I'm majoring in nursing I would love to have  a hands on in this field so one can start early on having some 

experience.

193 classes to become a tax preparer CETC

swimming classes

cosmetology

194 No suggestions

195 Courses/Programs in Accounting, Health Care, or jobs in demand for folks with Bachelor Degrees who wish to enter 

the workforce after an absence or who are under-employed.

196 More resources for post-bac students entering the healthcare field

197 A program that focuses on education for future teachers, admin and other positions at all levels of education.

198 dental hygiene

199 N/A

200 Still exploring

201 More illustration classes

202 Higher photography class

203 More dance

204 In the Fashion Design department, I think sholuld be a course of alterations on existing garments.

205 Life skill classes, that might have more immediate impact on sustaining educational pursuit. Management, Business 

Orientated.

206 More graphic design courses online. More math classes online. More classes online for working adults.

207 astronomy, electronic music

208 I would like if Canada College would offer Math 122 and 123 day classes and not only online.

209 N/A

210 technical drawing because it is something you might actually use, instead of cartoon drawing

211 The multimedia department should add some programming classes because of its usefulness in the computer world.

212 Programming courses with more competent instructors who actually want to teach.

213 Business Economics

Logistics

214 N/A everything is fine

215 To learn other languages.

216 N/a

217 Not sure. So far everything I've needed is already offered.

218 Criminal justice

219 DO NOT offer courses ON line that have anatomy!!

220 Nursing Program

221 N/a

222 Elementary education courses

223 -A communication course focused primarily on media and technology. 

-Global studies course: combination of history, anthropology, current events...

224 No

225 N/A

226 Spanish/English medical translation (for people who already speak Spanish)

227 You already have everything I would ask for in a college.

228 Archery, Martial Arts

229 More classes that would prepare me in kinesiology relating to injuries.

230 Arabic Translating program certificate to be able to work at the court as a court translator

231 A social/ manners and etiquette around proper use if cell phones and other electronic devices. Education on proper 

social skills.

232 More dance classes

233 More health and computer class.

234 In my opinion Cañada College has all the programs for students that are deciding to explore new careers.
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235 yes in the cbot catagory from the catalog rights 2007-2008 there are some classes no longer offered

236 sports psychology

237 I think that there should definitely be more Art History classes.  It is such a wide field, and so much to cover, it is hard 

to do it in the four core classes.  I am a triple major, Art History being one of them.  I would love to learn more, or go 

more in depth in a particular area.

238 Filmmaking

239 Culinary Courses

240 Nursing classes . I'm not sure if you guys have any of those courses.

241 I think something that is really good for the criminal justice would be good. Almost like the nursing and STEM 

program.

242 Japanese!

243 ESL classes

Algebra

Vocabulary

Grammar

244 None

245 History classes better correlated with those in the csu system.

246 An ultrasound course and a MRI course

247 Nursing program

248 None that I can think off

249 NA

250 None!

251 More biology classes for Biology Majors

252 Astronomy classes that are more advanced. Early childhood education children with special needs classes for special 

qualifications. More variety in language. More online and hybrid courses.

253 Ceramics

254 French

Italian

All the ones you don't offer so that more student can go here instead of having to go miles away to go to other schools 

because the courses they need aren't closer.

255 I like the ones offered

256 Still Deciding

257 African American studies 

Real life math classes about mortgage and retirement

258 More programs for students with financial need, such as work-study. I am not aware of any work-study programs 

here.

259 None

260 I think there should be options to learn other languages other than Spanish

261 more foreign languages

262 I'd say bio tech but there are not suitable labs available.

263 I don't know.

264 More courses about international politics, law, and societies would be good.

265 Job skill classes

266 More higher level Spanish courses

267 Chem 220 evening

268 Construction management

269 More environmental courses

270 Fashion - Advanced Techniques of Fit

Fashion - more in-depth PAD computer patternmaking class

Better access to PAD system - limited hours now

Updated PAD plotter

More PAD modules

271 no

272 Nursing degree program.

273 computer classes on programming and social media, and content management systems
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274 culinary arts would be great!!

 i think that the college should have all the equipment that we need for our individual classes in canada. i had to go 

find my black and white photography equipment out of the campus and paid more close to 300$ spent. :(

275 You guys should offer more out-of campus classes for example higher level ESL-Classes.

276 sorority groups would be a good idea! think about it students get to know each other more and explore together!

277 Recreation

278 Not sure.

279 Analytical Geometry

280 We need more language classes!

281 dental hygiene program

Portuguese lessons

282 More psychology courses and more courses with lab online.

283 Yes. Dorms for students.

284 textile with a lab (we don't have a lab) but I think we could raise funds to have one

285 Online and evening or weekend hybrid courses to complete an AS.

286 N/A

287 an AA-T degree in Economics

288 I am not sure; I will explore this.

289 I am satisfied with the classes offered.

290 Native American history, more zoology courses

291 Multimedia

292 Vet tech

Nursing

293 Dental program

294 I think expanding the amount of medical related programs/courses would be amazing. I have talked to a lot of 

students at Canada, including myself, who want to take a certain medical program but it isn't offered at Cañada. I dont 

have the option of easily going to a different campus so I have been forced to do a different program than I originally 

wanted to

295 NA

296 Video Production, Radio And Tv (Mass Communications)

297 Anthrozoology, veterinary studies

298 Come back to me at a later time.

299 I think there is good amount of diversity on the courses offered.

300 I think you don't offer classes I want because there's not enough demand for them.

301 None

302 Criminal Justice

303 Something that can be add to Canada College is culinary arts.

304 no because all they have

305 More Sports Programs, and Or more options for health improvement.

306 More 3D animation, Multimedia and Art classes please

307 All courses are available

308 Cosmetology

309 Electronic music

310 I would love to enroll in a basic finance class and learn more about filing taxes, how to manage bank 

accounts/budgets, what a 401k is, etc.  Essentially, I'm very eager to learn "basic life skills" that an adult must know in 

order to thrive in the real world.

311 Nurse Assistant and Nursing

312 More radiology degree programs

313 anatomy for drawing, computer networking

314 More theater courses

315 It would be nice to see a development economics or something with a social justice tick, to complement the theory 

classes.

316 I wish Canada had more foreign language courses besides Spanish. I really wanted to take Italian but it's only offered 

at CSM.

317 cosmetology

318 MORE SPANISH CLASSES
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319 Shop Classes.

320 Not sure

321 Zumba, culinary

322 M.A. in ECE

323 none

324 Yes to make GD

325 None

326 Marketing

327 Hair cuts and makeup

328 I think you should offer daycare for students who has kids.

329 Bussiness

330 Immunology is offered at Berkeley CC, maybe you guys could here as well.



PCR courses. Radiology. Maybe different creative writing courses. I am not sure if PUENTE English is offered here. 

That is a really great program.



I cant say enough about how the cohort experience really helps one grow academically and feel comfortable.



 I couldnt take chem and bio at the same time here. I really wanted to try the bio here. I heard its great, but I had to 

complete chem if given the choice I chose chem with Tricca. Hes awesome!



Maybe a cohort experience for biochem majors, the bio physics and chem parts. I'm already pretty much done, but 

that would be a unique program. I haven't heard of that anywhere.

331 More accounting and business classes

332 Nursing program.

333 Advanced AutoCAD

334 you guys have it covered

335 Arabic Language, Network Engineering, Better fitness variety for males

336 A lab to check out electronics. My old school had that and it helped a lot.

337 I think Canada has pretty much all the courses I would need.

338 Music classes.

339 None

340 Everything I needed fulfilled my educational goals. Maybe more physical education and kinesiology courses after the 

new building is finished?

341 Theology

342 n/a

343 More online classes would be good.

344 Sports Nutrition for longer than 6 week class, Children's nutrition or Pregnancy nutrition

345 None.

346 More allied health prerequisites

347 An  Anthropology degree/certificate program for students. Please consider evaluating such program for future 

students.

348 More varieties of language classes other than just Spanish, and maybe some more math-prep classes.

349 None that I can think of at the moment.

350 everything is really good for me

351 I would like to have French courses

352 More certificates programs, for example: chefs, front desk receptionis, bakers. Short certificates that prepares 

students for a job amost right away.

353 Higher division Biology courses

354 More philosophy

355 Dental Assist.

356 There are no courses/programs that come to mind.

357 I haven't had an issue yet.

358 Radiation Therapy certificate program.

359 If it is online class it should be offered 100 percent online

360 More Music Classes

361 swimming
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362 n/a

363 More spanish classes

364 no

365 Maybe a pre health class which introduces students to a variety of different health fields. I believe this would give 

students a better idea of what career they want to pursue.

366 N/A

367 French classes

368 More soccer. Soccer.

369 N/A

370 conversation classes for esl students , esl students need practice english .

371 N/A

372 nursing assistant and dental assistant

373 LGBT Studies

374 N/A

375 You should offer a martial arts class. A class that can teach us how to live. A class to teach us how to raise a family 

and a class to teach us self-love.

376 We are in the silicon valley and the Computers science classes are no enough, and the professor only one. We don't 

have a choice Only Professor Schwartz for everything.

377 radiology techology

378 Religious Studies, Christian History.

379 Would like to see a really basic computer class for beginners.  Program for older adults looking for part time work in a 

second career!

380 Foreign languages. At least beginners courses in languages like Mandarin, Japanese, Italian, etc. 

I took Japanese in High school and forgot a lot of it, and taking a class here would probably help me catch up for 

when I transfer and pick up the language again.

381 Pharmacy Technician, lab technician and surgical technician

382 I'm not sure.  I would hate for costs to go up.  I know there are things offered at the other colleges that you probably 

don't want to overlap.  I would like to see the GIS (geographical information sciences) courses offered or a program 

like the one at Santa Rosa Junior College.  That college has a lot of very good majors for a junior college.  I realize 

this is a small college, but I think it has the capability to create some good majors.  Also, a geology major or surveyor 

major (also at SRJC).  Majors that create employability that are in demand.  I'm not sure if this college has a good 

communications major, but that would be great.  I think the kids these days (I am a parent of an 18 year old that also 

attends Canada) do not have great speaking skills, possibly because of social media.  Also, I think grammar classes 

should be mandatory. The high schools don't teach grammar.  Ultrasound technology is good, but I'm not sure of the 

demand.  I would love to have a job here at Canada analyzing what's in demand and creating classes around those 

careers using courses that are already available and adding only what is necessary.  Again, I would be looking at 

other colleges, especially those like Santa Rosa JC.  Real Estate appraisal would be another good certificate.  

Creative writing or Business writing certificates.  I don't think the young people get enough education in that area and 

it is critical for an education.  I think if young people were better writers college would be easier for them and there 

would be less drop outs.  That is my personal opinion.  In high school I took shorthand, which required heavy study of 

vocabulary and grammar.  I didn't realize it at the time but that class prepared me tremendously for college English 

classes.  I wasn't planning to go to college.

383 Administration of Justice

384 No, so far you offer all the classes I need for my AS

385 can't think of any courses at this time.

386 You should include some software-specific Adobe classes in the multimedia dept., like "Advanced After Effects" or 

something. Also, maybe an HTML 5 programming class for web design

387 A program that may interest students would be a Engineering program with a full length of classes. Just like the 

Nursing program that is provided by SF state, perhaps we could have one for STEM students.

388 Improve the Business department and courses about Finance and Investments

389 3D CAD program for interior designers.  e.g. Rev It!

390 More online business classes

391 Criminal Justice classes! Law and order or criminal justice or just a plain law class!

392 Not sure yet.

393 N/a

394 Cañada College should definitely offer classes for choir or singing. Another course to add would be driver's ed.
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395 6-8 week intensive classes for the CWA program!  Evenings one day a week + every other Saturday.

396 None

397 A Dietitian program.

398 Music ensembles

399 A cosmetology program

400 Broadcasting( all related with the radio, production of a tv program and movies)

401 none

402 More psychology courses and more interactive sciences

403 Study of religions

404 A course about managing money and how to take out a mortgage and how to get an apartment

405 More computer science that transfer

406 and AS for nursing program

407 French program

408 All ECE courses on weekends.

409 It would be really nice if higher mathematics classes(251 and above) were available to take online.

410 Stronger english programs

411 French!

412 You guys have everything, but some more calculus classes at night since I couldn't fit math in one semester

413 I can't think of any. The STEM Center is great!

414 Anatomy/physiology combo 

Although I'm not sure if nursing schools like to see that class. But I would be nice to kill two birds with one stone

415 Night time Math classes in the summer. Math 125 for example. Classes that are required for most degrees should be 

available at night as well as during the day during any semester.

416 Nne

417 Intramural sports.

418 programming courses, from beginning  to end, stuff that a person can really use.

419 Environmental Science degree program 

The SMCCCD is behind the rest of the California CCD for not offering this subject as a degree program.

420 More Interior Design classes during the evenings.

421 looks pretty balanced to me

422 n/a

423 No

424 No.

425 I think you should offer Latino studies.

426 I think you guys should offer some Criminal Justice classes here for students to explore.

427 Ceramics

428 The only neat thing I could imagine (regardless of perceived relevance or whether or not it would satisfy any 

requirement) that the college does not offer is some kind of calligraphy course-- a "niche" type of discipline geared 

toward anyone interested.

429 More evening courses and online courses for foreign language.

430 N/A

431 pottery would be cool

432 More CWA.

433 I feel strongly that an Advanced PAD (computerized pattern design) class should be offered. The beginning class is 

not enough to help get a technical job in the industry.

434 Something that is specifically designed for ECE majors; a program that supports their academic achievement, helps 

build work portfolios, helps with course guidance (so we don't take classes we don't need), etc.

435 Auto cad.  3d printing.

436 Registered nursing program

437 Larger Nursing Program

438 Courses for vet tech

439 psychopharmacology, pathophysiology

440 Child life specialist program

441 Fashion Textiles Lab, not just the class.

442 More short sewing seminars on specific topics. Offered once a year. how to make gloves, accessories, bags, intro to 

shoes, halloween costumes (that would be a fun 6 or 4 week course) etc.

443 More dance and art
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444 None
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